Introduction
The primary aim of our paper is to investigate the relationship between the narrative sentiment in analysts' company reports and the recommendation and target price outputs produced by their authors for a given stock. In so doing, we provide some insight into the thought processes of such analysts in relation to the gathering, analysis, and evaluation of company stock information.
Analysts' reports are an essential tool in the operation of equity markets, providing an important information channel, increasing information efficiency and ultimately the speed at which public information is incorporated into share prices. Such reports bring together a range of equity investment analysis techniques in a structured manner so that the reader, whether an individual investor or a professional fund manager, can make a more informed stock investment decision. The literature on analysts' reports has grown significantly over the last two decades, with seminal contributions from authors such as Schipper (1991) who focuses on earnings forecasts and analysts' decision processes and Ramnath et al. (2008) who provide a far more detailed taxonomy of studies regarding the role of analysts in financial markets.
In this paper we examine the relationship between two key analysts' outputs, target prices and recommendations, and the themes and tonality (themed sentiment) of the narrative that analysts produce in company stock reports, drawing upon advances in content analysis. We also take into account the possibility that the effect of themed sentiment on analysts' outputs is contingent upon the state of the wider macroeconomic environment by examining these inputs and outputs before, during and after the Global Financial Crisis.
There has been a strong focus of financial analyst research on the production and capital market impact (informativeness) of earnings forecasts (Landsman and Maydew, 2002) . There is evidence that such forecasts contribute to the information reflected in future annual reports (Anderson et al., 2007) , that they play both an information discovery and interpretative role (Chen et al., 2010) , and that they contain significant macroeconomic information (Hann et al., 2012) . In this paper we focus on analysts' target prices and recommendations both individually and when taken together. Ryan and Taffler (2006) and Jegadeesh and Kim (2006) find that share prices react significantly to recommendation changes, with the latter study evidencing a greater reaction to new sell than to new buy recommendations. However, Bradshaw (2002) finds that the majority of the reports they study justify recommendations with target prices, and that higher target prices are associated with more favourable stock recommendations. Evidence shows that analysts' reports are more informative when analysts arguments are stronger (Hirst et al., 1995) , when potential brokerage profits are higher and when processing costs are lower (Frankel et al., 2006) , when the annual report is complex (Lehavy et al., 2011) , and in bad times with greater uncertainty (Loh and Stultz, 2014) . These findings indicate that analysts' reports provide valuable information to the market and that the nature and the precise impact of this information is dependent on factors ranging from external factors, analyst information processing ability, and analyst characteristics and biases.
The process followed by analysts has been a significant focus in the literature, though it is recognised that it remains something of a 'black box' (Bradshaw, 2011) , with academics instead examining correlations between inputs (stock prices and fundamental information), outputs (earnings forecasts and recommendations), and conditioning variables to understand this process. Bouwman and Frishkoff (1987) examine the decision-making processes of analysts in a novel experimental setting, using protocol analysis. Much of the process is geared towards target price determination, with analysts tending to focus on simpler rather than more developed methods (Block, 1999; DeFond and Hung, 2003) , though Imam et al. (2008) observe evidence of an increasing emphasis on more complex models, leading to greater target price accuracy (Demirakos et al., 2010) .
Content analysis research in the accounting and finance field has grown significantly in importance in recent years, with comprehensive reviews on corporate disclosures provided by Li (2010) , the broader finance field provided by Kearney and Liu (2014) , and the broader financial reporting information environment provided by Beyer et al. (2010) . In the analyst reports discipline, many studies tend to focus on the makeup of such reports, and in particular the analysis of financial statement figures (Previts et al., 1994; Govindarajan, 1980; Breton and Taffler, 2001; Amir et al., 2003; Abdolmohammadi et al., 2006; García-Meca and Martínez, 2007) and earnings quality . Other studies concern the attention paid by analysts to non-financial information (Previts et al., 1994; Breton and Taffler, 2001; Orens and Lybaert, 2007) and the firm and market factors that drive this (Campbell and Slack, 2007; Orens and Lybaert, 2010; Coram et al., 2011) .
There is a growing body of research on the impact of tone or sentiment on asset prices and returns. Examples include Tetlock et al. (2008) and Garcia (2013) who find evidence of financial media sentiment impacting on US stock returns, Boukus and Rosenberg (2006) who show that Federal Open Market Committee minutes impact on US Treasury yields, and Hanley and Hoburg (2010) who study US IPOs and find that greater informative content reduces under-pricing. Studies find that higher quality disclosure, conservatism and readability reduce the probability of litigation risk (Mohan, 2007; Rogers et al., 2011) .
The importance of narrative commentary in analysts' reports is well documented in the literature (Asquith et al., 2005; Barton and Mercer, 2005; Huang et al., 2010) . Both the detail and tonality of analysts' reports have incremental information content, and investor reaction to analyst reports is more pronounced when the reports are more complex (Twedt and Rees, 2012) . Huang et al. (2010) find that analyst report narrative reflects the favourableness of a stock conveyed by quantitative output signals including recommendations, target prices and earnings forecasts. Evidence from Huang et al. underlines the incremental information value of analyst report narrative in explaining firm values, and they find that investors react twice as much to negative analysts' opinions as they do to positive opinions. Thus, the extant research reveals that not only are analysts' target prices and recommendations informative to capital markets, but so too is the narrative which accompanies these key outputs.
In this study we examine the themed sentiment of analyst reports to assess whether there is a link between the sentiment related to the themes and the outputs of analyst reports, and further, whether this relationship strengthens or diminishes in response to changing macroeconomic conditions. We study 275 sell-side analyst reports between January 2006 and December 2010. We separate our sample into three periods, pre-crisis, crisis and post-crisis, and use content analysis to separate the analyst reports into six pre-determined themes. To do this we develop our own theme dictionary by using a training sample of 84 out-of-sample reports. To measure the sentiment in these themes we use the Harvard-IV-4 psychosocial dictionary and a version of this dictionary that is adapted to a financial context by Loughran and McDonald (2011) .
In our univariate analysis, we find that around 80 percent of the content of analysts' reports concerns financial performance, the industry and market environment, growth and the macroeconomic and regulatory environment. During and following the crisis we see an increasing focus on the macroeconomic and regulatory environment themes, but a decreasing emphasis on the growth and management and strategy themes. However, the sentiment related to these latter two themes has not changed significantly over the study periods. For all the other themes, we observe more negative sentiment with the onset of the crisis, followed in general by reversal thereafter.
We hypothesise that the themed sentiment in analysts' reports should be consistent with the outputs they produce, and we expect to see some evolution in the strength of themes over the crisis period. Our multivariate model results provide a more complex picture than we might expect from theory. Across all of our model specifications we find a strong negative relationship between the macroeconomic and regulatory environment and the report outputs, though this effect is partially reversed during the crisis to give an insignificant effect. In contrast, before the crisis we see a positive impact of growth sentiment which disappears during the crisis period and thereafter. There is some limited evidence that management and strategy sentiment exerts a negative impact during the crisis which dissipates in the postcrisis period. The industry and market environment appears to have little association with analysts' outputs. Finally, following the financial crisis, we see a marked increase in focus on financial performance sentiment, with a positive association with analysts' outputs.
In our additional analyses, when we explore the deviation of recommendations and target price premia from consensus, we find qualitatively similar results, except that macroeconomic and regulatory environment sentiment is positively associated with the deviation from consensus recommendation though has no impact on the deviation from consensus target premium. Further, we estimate a series of additional specifications, including separating positive and negative sentiment scores, controlling for industry type, and employing rank scores and standardised scores, though we find that the results are qualitatively similar to those arising from our main models.
Drawing from the previous literature, there is established evidence that as well as the quantitative outputs, the qualitative attributes of analyst reports such as tone and detail provide incremental information content to the market. It is therefore important to provide evidence on how analysts' outputs (stock recommendations and target prices) and the themed sentiment in analyst report narrative, are interrelated. Our paper seeks to contribute to the analysts' report literature by addressing this issue and seeks to provide evidence on whether the outputs and the qualitative content that justifies the outputs remain stable or vary over changing market conditions. Building on the work of Breton and Taffler (2001) , we include the theme categories developed in this earlier work but also add a new macroeconomic and regulatory environment variable, recognising that not only do the firm-specific and industry level environments impact upon analysts' outputs, but so too does the wider macroeconomic environment to which all firms are subject. A further innovation is that we explicitly allow for changing market conditions rather than assuming that the impact of the external environment on the analyst's report is stationary across all states of the economy, in contrast to studies such as Breton and Taffler, Asquith et al. (2005) , and Twedt and Rees (2012) . We study three periods, including the crisis, across which we seek to understand the change in analysts' focus when determining their investment outputs for a stock. Building upon the existing literature, we expect that analysts' narrative sentiment will map less clearly on to report outputs during a period of economic volatility due to behavioural influences which may make analysts less effective and their forecast accuracy poorer. We contribute to the literature concerning analysts' reports during the crisis, not by only examining analysts' outputs (Ke and Yu, 2009; Ang and Ma, 2001; Loh and Mian, 2003; Sidhu and Tan, 2011; Loh and Stulz, 2014) , but also by modelling the sentiment themes that drive those outputs.
An important finding of our study is that the narrative concerning the external environment diminishes in its effect on analysts' outputs during the crisis to be restored thereafter, while the narrative relating to financial fundamentals emerges as a key driver following the crisis, suggesting a 'back to basics' approach to analysis in response to the shock. A more indirect contribution of our paper is to provide further insight to the analysts' bias literature. Analysts who provide unfavourable investment advice on a stock which is quantifiable and observable by market participants might balance or temper this in their narrative in order to stay on good terms with management. On the other hand, analysts who give favourable investment advice on a stock might also use their narrative to communicate critical risk factors in order to protect their reputation in the event of that advice proving to be inaccurate.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 develops our hypotheses and section 3 discusses the analyst report data sample, as well as the content analysis and econometric methods applied. Section 4 discusses the results, and section 5 provides additional analyses and robustness checks. Section 6 discusses the general results arising from our analysis and concludes.
Hypothesis development

Theory context
This paper adopts the approach of Breton and Taffler (2001) to explore the relationship between the tone of language used and the themes employed to justify stock recommendations. Previous research suggests that market reaction to analysts' recommendations increases with the strength of the argument justifying the recommendation (Asquith et al., 2005; Twedt and Rees, 2012) . Therefore, investors read analysts' reports to derive incremental economic information about companies from their commentary. Thus, consistent with Breton and Taffler, we expect that analysts carefully choose their language when generating report outputs, and that there is a relationship between the themed sentiment in analyst reports and stock recommendations.
We also test whether themed sentiment exhibits a similar relationship with target price premia (defined as the difference between target price and current market price scaled by current market price). Target price premia arguably provide a more precise and continuous measure than rather coarse stock recommendations (Huang et al., 2009) . For example, stocks with both high and low positive premia may be treated as a buy recommendation, while the former clearly offer a higher expected return to investors. Within the same recommendation category, analyst narrative can express a stronger tone for companies with higher target premia. Indeed, Brav and Lehavy (2003) find that target price revisions provide significant incremental information over stock recommendations, while Huang et al. (2009) find that a trading strategy that combines both recommendations and target price premia outperforms a strategy that relies on recommendations or target price premia alone. Furthermore, Kerl et al. (2012) find that recommendation changes are driven largely by events concerning company strategy and business development, in addition to market trends, whereas target price changes are triggered more by information on company management and the operating environment.
Therefore, we expect to observe differences in the relationship between the themed sentiments in our study and analyst recommendations and target premia outputs, with the latter capturing more modelled variability.
Analysts' target price premia and stock recommendations are contingent upon the market prices of the companies they analyse. If an analyst believes that a company can generate good future financial performance and growth then the target price set should be higher, though if this sentiment is shared by investors then the market price will also increase, leaving little upside potential to exploit. The role of analysts is to identify stocks that are mispriced and to write a commentary justifying this position which is in general then reflected in a target price and recommendation on a stock. As information intermediaries, the role of analysts is to forecast firm potential over a longer term horizon, while investors may be affected by changes in market sentiment over a shorter horizon. Therefore, analysts' views may at times contrast with market sentiment and expectations which can in turn lead to optimistic or pessimistic forecasts.
Prior research evidences this issue and finds that analysts exhibit a tendency towards optimism in their forecasts and recommendations. Walther and Willis (2013) find that analyst forecasts are the most optimistic and inaccurate when investor sentiment peaks. They define investor sentiment as "an overly favorable or unfavorable view about stocks in general that is unwarranted given fundamentals" (p.208). Hann et al. (2012) find a significant association between aggregate earnings forecasts errors and real GDP growth forecast revisions, suggesting that analysts under-react to negative macroeconomic news. Further, they find that market (investor) reaction to earnings announcements is more negative than that of analysts following weaker macroeconomic news which suggests a difference between analyst and investor sentiment dynamics. The bias of optimism may be due to the asymmetric loss function facing analysts (Clatworthy et al., 2012) , the augmented career prospects and access to firm management of optimistic analysts (Francis and Philbrick, 1993; Francis et al., 1997; Mikhail et al., 1999; Hong and Kubik, 2003; Mayew, 2008; Beyer et al., 2010) , or the maximisation of trading commissions and other corporate services (Lin and McNichols, 1998; Beyer et al., 2010 ). An optimism bias in analysts' outputs is compounded by a similar bias in annual report and other corporate information arising from management performance attribution bias (Aerts, 2001; Clatworthy and Jones, 2003) , and positive impression management (Hooghiemstra, 2010) , though markets reward corporate transparency and increased risk disclosure (Kothari et al., 2009; Kravet and Muslu, 2013) .
In contrast, other research shows that analysts desire to maintain their credibility by issuing conservative forecasts (Brown et al., 2014) . Cowen et al. (2006) show that analysts that work at 'full service banks' issue less optimistic earnings forecasts and recommendations compared to analysts in other firm types, especially in brokerage houses. Such conservative analysts generate a greater impact on stock returns (Hugon and Muslu, 2010) .
In the next section we present the hypotheses of this study. Even though we expect internal consistency in the analysts' reports and expect the themed sentiment to inform the recommendations and target price premia, and thereby state hypotheses consistent with theory, we may in practice observe relations between certain themes and analyst report outputs which are contrary to expectations and potentially driven by state-contingent dynamics.
Themed sentiments
We define six major themes in this paper, similar to those in Breton and Taffler (2001) , though with the addition of a theme which captures the macroeconomic and regulatory environment. Given its impact on financial markets during the recent crisis, the purpose of this additional theme is to gauge how analysts incorporate changing economic environment conditions into their commentary to justify their stock recommendations and target prices.
The first two of our themes relate to the external environment of the company, and they concern macroeconomic and regulatory conditions, and the industry and market environment. Our fourth theme, management and strategy, attempts to capture the sentiment of analysts in relation to management actions and the strategy they set in order to compete and generate shareholder value. Previous research shows that analysts rely upon information supplied by management (Fogarty and Rogers, 2005) and that they prefer direct personal contact with a subject company to standard information releases (Barker, 1998) . Furthermore, Breton and Taffler (2001) find that the more approving and neutral references are to company management and strategy in analyst report narratives, the more likely is a buy recommendation. In contrast to Breton and Taffler, we do not split sentiment into positive, neutral and negative, but instead examine net themed sentiment so are unable to replicate their results with the same degree of granularity. However, we can argue, more broadly, that more positive sentiment in relation to management and strategy reflects more favourable analyst narrative analysis concerning management acumen and strategic direction. Intuitively, this should in turn lead to a greater stock price premium and likelihood of a buy recommendation on a given stock: 
Period effects
We study three periods in our empirical study -the pre-crisis period, the crisis period and the post-crisis period, across which we seek to understand the change in analyst focus when determining their investment outputs for a stock. Previous studies on the narrative content of analysts' reports focus on relatively stable or bull markets, including Breton and Taffler (2001) who examine the period 1989 -1990 , Asquith et al. (2005 who study the period 1997 -1999 , and Twedt and Rees (2012 who examine the year 2006. Previts et al. (1994) collect their reports from the three distinct periods of the 1987 stock market crash, the early 1990s US recession, and subsequent bull market period, though they do not discuss the impact of period differences on the use of narrative themes by analysts.
The skills and judgement of analysts are arguably most challenged in times of market volatility and in particular during and following financial crises. Ke and Yu (2009) find that the effectiveness with which analysts translate their earnings forecasts into recommendations is lower when investor sentiment is extreme (when there are large swings in investor sentiment). Ang and Ma (2001) find that analysts failed to anticipate underlying firm weaknesses before the Asian Financial Crisis and to make appropriate adjustments as the crisis hit. Further, Loh and Mian (2003) find that Singaporean analysts' earnings forecasts during the Asian financial crisis were systematically optimistic, and that analysts' earnings forecast changes exceeded actual earnings changes, and did not incorporate negative earnings-related news. However, Sidhu and Tan (2011) find that analysts sharply revised earnings forecast levels downwards in response to the Global Financial Crisis, tending towards over-pessimism, though observed an upward trend in buy recommendations thereafter as stocks had greater upside price potential. Loh and Stulz (2014) find that during crises and recessions, analysts' earnings forecast accuracy deteriorates. However, during these times analyst research becomes more influential in that their recommendation changes and earnings forecast revisions generate a greater market response when compared to normal periods. Thus, there is some prima facie evidence that investors rely more on analysts' guidance during times of economic uncertainty.
These studies indicate that during volatile market events, analysts are less effective, their forecast accuracy deteriorates, and report outputs are reactionary and lag behind market changes. Drawing upon these empirical findings, we might expect that analysts' commentary is also subject to behavioural change, and thus narrative sentiment will map less clearly on to report outputs during the crisis. We therefore expect that the association between report outputs and analyst narrative sentiment will be diminished during the crisis, to then be restored thereafter:
H5:
The association between themed sentiment and stock recommendations and target premia diminishes during the crisis period compared to the pre-crisis and post-crisis periods.
Sample and methodology
Sample selection
This study focuses on UK quoted companies listed on the London Stock Exchange and drawn from the FTSE 350 index. We examine sell-side analyst reports for a panel of 57 companies drawn from 14 non-financial sectors, as presented in Table 1 . Our sample selection process starts with identifying the weights of the 14 sectors in FTSE 350. We then rank each company within its respective industry based on its market capitalisation, and download analyst reports for that company from the Thomson Reuters Investext database.
[Insert Table 1 here]
We aim to collect a total of six analysts' reports for each company, two reports for each of the pre-crisis, crisis and post-crisis periods. We capture all reports that are longer than 15 pages in length and are produced within the period January 2006 to December 2010.
Consistent with Barker and Imam (2008) , we restrict our sample to reports exceeding 15 pages in order to focus on those that provide a more comprehensive analysis of the subject companies, in preference to short research notes or updates which often contain limited narrative discussion. We eliminate reports that: (i) are shorter than 15 pages; (ii) do not present a clear recommendation and a target price; or (iii) present analysis for multiple companies in the same report. To minimise the effects of variation in the report styles of different brokerage houses, we capture reports from as wide a range of investment banks as possible. After eliminating the reports that do not fit our sample criteria, our final sample is reduced from 342 to 275 reports. Table 2 provides information on the distribution of the reports and companies across the brokerage houses. Around 85% of the reports are produced by the nine largest brokerage houses which is to be expected as they have the resources required to cover a wider range of stocks. There is an average of between one and two reports for each company per brokerage house.
[Insert Table 2 here]
For the purposes of the study, we distinguish three periods: the pre-crisis period, the (within) crisis period, and the post-crisis period. To ascertain these periods in terms of date ranges we identify periods of advance, decline and recovery based on the FTSE100 index et al. (2014) . Some authors see the early signs of the crisis appearing as early as 2006 (Doogar et al., 2014) , and ending as early as 2008 (Erkens et al., 2012) , though these studies tend to focus on financial sector firms and the subprime aspect of the crisis.
From the sample of 275 reports, 78 reports relate to the pre-crisis period, 93 reports to the crisis period, and 104 reports to the post-crisis period. Table 3 displays [Insert Table 3 here]
In our sample, approximately 59% of the reports give buy recommendations and 10%
reports give sell recommendations 1 . Our finding of a buy/sell ratio of 5.75 times is within the range evidenced in the existing literature which finds a buy/sell ratio of between 3.6 times ) and 7.6 times (Barber et al., 2001 were evidently more optimistic about the upside potential of the stocks followed than before the crisis, and viewed stocks as in general undervalued at that point in time.
Panels B presents changes in stock recommendations over the study period 3 . Across the whole sample, around 75% of the reports reiterate the previous recommendation. However, upgrades decrease by around 12 percentage points during the crisis and then subsequently increase by around 8 percentage points following the crisis. The opposite trend is observed in relation to recommendation downgrades: an increase of around 5 percentage points during the crisis and then a decline of around 8 percentage points following the crisis. Panel C reveals that whilst the majority of the reports reiterate a recommendation, analysts are generally positively disposed towards companies when target price changes are considered 4 . Indeed, target prices are revised upwards in approximately 70% of reports both before and after the crisis. A similarly symmetrical distribution is observed before and after the crisis with reiterated and downgraded target prices. However, the crisis period itself shows a rather different picture: the proportion of reports with upgraded target prices declined to around 39% during this period and downgrades increased to around 34%. Table 4 presents descriptive statistics and t-statistic tests to enable the comparison of target price premia before, during and after the crisis. The mean target price premium increased markedly during the crisis, and remained at this higher level during the post-crisis period. The differences between the crisis and post-crisis versus the pre-crisis period are significant, though there is no significant difference between crisis and post-crisis premia.
[Insert Table 4 here]
Methodology
Content analysis
In this paper we conduct a content (textual) analysis of the narrative in analysts' stock reports to measure the impact of themed sentiment on stock recommendations and target price premia. Content analysis is defined as "any technique for making inferences by systematically and objectively identifying special characteristics of messages" (Holsti, 1968, p.68) . By sentiment we refer to textual sentiment which Kearney and Liu (2014) define as "the degree of positivity or negativity in texts" (p.172), otherwise known as 'tone', and by themes we refer to "clusters of words with different meanings or connotations" (Weber, 1990, p.37) . The content analysis literature focuses on the narratives produced by firms, analysts, and others. Such an approach is valuable in the context of empirical research in the finance field as it aids the researcher in the investigation of different types or "levels" of communication as defined by the meanings of the words employed (Kothari et al., 2009 ).
The stock reports are downloaded in pdf format, converted into plain text, and then uploaded to the QSR NVivo 9 content analysis software package. Consistent with Breton and
Taffler (2001), we choose not to include report tables or figures in our analysis as analysts provide commentary on them in their narrative anyway. We conduct the textual analysis by:
(i) identifying themes as well as sentences that contain these themes to form our text units, in order to calculate thematic variable scores; and then (ii) counting the positive and negative words in sentences to derive tonality scores for each theme.
Thematic variable scores
In order to calculate the thematic variable scores, we first construct a theme dictionary, a critical element of our approach as the sentiment scores for each theme are fundamental to our research design. It is important to carefully identify words which are both meaningful and which capture the associated text units.
We define six major equity analysis themes in this paper on the basis of a synthesis of the approaches of Breton and Taffler (2001) , Abdolmohammadi et al. (2006) , Orens and Lybaert (2010) , and innovations of our own analysis. Table 5 illustrates the themes, along with the number of keywords identified and examples of keywords and phrases associated with each theme.
[Insert Table 5 here]
To identify the keywords for each theme, we examine 84 out-of-sample reports, two for each of the 14 industries and the three periods of our study. We choose not to include our test sample in our final sample to avoid bias of fit in our final results. We conduct a word frequency query for this sub-sample to derive a technical word set typically employed within analyst stock reports. This query commenced with approximately 7,000 non-numerical keywords that are longer than two letters which are then sorted on the basis of frequency of appearance, and from which the top 1,000 words are selected. To illustrate, the most common keyword is "growth" which appears 1,169 times, and the least common word is "jobs" which appears only six times. We then make an initial classification of these words into the six themes, eliminating any words that cannot be assigned, thereby reducing the list to 432 keywords. We proceed to search for these thematic keywords within the full sample of reports. The results are manually validated and keywords that do not capture the intended meaning are either reclassified or deleted, whilst also adding different variations of the keywords to capture further thematic meaning. For example, the keyword "credit" might be used to describe financial position as in "credit facility" or might be used in a broader economic sense as in "credit crunch". The thematic dictionary thus yields 621 words or phrases 5 .
The next stage of our approach is to search for the thematic keywords within the text of each report in our sample and then classify each sentence by theme. The score for each thematic variable for each report is as follows
where is the number of words in a sentence that contains a keyword from each theme, and is the total number of words in the text 6 . If a sentence contains more than one defined keyword category, we classify that sentence into each category that applies.
To check whether the theme dictionaries capture the intended meaning we conduct both a manual and an automated text analysis for the purposes of comparison. We draw a sample of 27 analysts' reports from our final study sample, manually code each report, and then calculate the thematic scores for each. We then compare these manual scores with the (Elshandidy and Neri, 2014; Abraham and Cox, 2007; Botosan, 1997) .
Sentiment scores
We then proceed to compute thematic sentiment scores. To achieve this, we search for positive and negative keywords in our sample to determine word frequency scores. Here, we use keywords that are based upon the Harvard-IV-4 psychosocial dictionary (and General Inquirer software) which is commonly used in content analysis in the accounting and finance field (Kothari et al., 2009; Tetlock et al., 2008) . However Loughran and McDonald (2011) 5 In our study, the maximum number of words in a phrase is three, as in "like for like". 6 For example, in a given analyst report, if there are 10 sentences that contain keywords relating to financial performance and if these sentences have a total of 80 words then NW = 80. We then divide this by the total number of words in a report; if a report has 1,000 words then we compute a thematic variable score of 0.08.
find that some of the negative keywords in the Harvard dictionary are not necessarily negative in a financial context, and they modify the negative keyword list in the Harvard dictionary to better reflect the tone in financial text. There is an increasing preference for the Loughran and McDonald (LM) dictionary in finance research; for example, Rogers et al. (2011) use this revised dictionary to measure the impact of disclosure tone on shareholder litigation, Garcia (2013) to measure sentiment in financial news, and Huang et al. (2014) use it to analyse how investors react to abnormal tone in earnings press releases. We therefore employ both the Harvard-IV-4 positive and negative words list and the LM lists in the measurement of sentiment scores for the sake of completeness. The net sentiment score for each category is simply the difference between the frequency of positive and negative words as follows
where is the frequency of positive keywords and is the frequency of negative keywords in sentences that contain thematic keywords within each report, and is the total word count in each report.
Research design
We estimate two types of model in our analysis: (i) an ordinal regression to examine the impact of themed sentiments, periods and their interaction effects on the buy, hold and sell recommendation given by analysts; and (ii) an ordinary least squares regression of the target price premium on the same set of independent variables.
Model 1 examines the drivers of analysts' stock recommendations as detailed on the front or tear-sheet of a stock report. The recommendations are coded as follows: 2 = "buy"; 1 = "hold"; and 0 = "sell", thereby converting a text-based variable into a quantitative ordinal variable. The model enables us to estimate the relationship between the ordinal dependent variable, , the probability of the recommendation category, and the six themed sentiments.
We employ dummies to control for period (pre-crisis, crisis, and post-crisis) with the precrisis period as the default time period.
In our ordinal model, for each case , the following equation describes the explanatory index, , that influences the probability of various states:
where is the probability of a buy/hold/sell recommendation, ; is industry and market environment sentiment; is management and strategy sentiment;
is macroeconomic environment sentiment; ℎ is growth sentiment;
is financial position sentiment; and is financial performance sentiment. and equal one during the crisis and post-crisis periods, respectively, and equal zero otherwise. Interaction dummies are identified by terms containing an asterisk.
are firm level control variables. We compute the natural logarithm of market capitalisation ( ) to control for firm size, the price to book ratio ( ) to control for growth opportunities and unrecorded goodwill, the return on common equity ( ) to control for performance, and total debt to equity ( ) to control for leverage.
Model 2 examines the drivers of the target premium, using the same set of independent variables as in model 1. Here, we attempt to determine the factors that drive the degree of upside (or target premium) as measured in Equation 4:
Model 2 thus estimates in turn the relationship between the target premium and the six themed sentiments, period dummies, and interaction effects. The model is obtained by replacing with in Equation 3. For both models we first report the sentiment with control variables specification and period dummies, and then a specification which also includes the interaction effects. In both models, z-statistics (t-statistics) are calculated using White robust standard errors and are clustered by company to control for dependency in error terms.
A further specification of Model 2 is obtained by including the stock recommendation as an additional control variable. This specification captures the impact of sentiment on target premia that is not captured by stock recommendations. 1 ). On average, sentences that give reference to financial performance and the industry and market environment account for more than half of the analyst reports. The ranking observed in our data is consistent with the findings of Breton and Taffler (2001) where these themes account for the majority (67%) of theme words.
4.
Results
Descriptive statistics
[Insert Table 6 here]
Breakdown of these results by period reveals that reference to these two themes, along with the financial position theme, is not significantly different across the three periods of our study. Therefore, it is evident that analysts consistently focus upon the industry and market During the pre-crisis period, analysts employed growth-related narrative with greater frequency, though the onset of the crisis appeared to curtail reference to growth-related activities with a statistically significant decline of more than 5 percentage points. Following the crisis, there is an insignificant 1.39 percentage point increase in word frequency score.
The significant difference between the pre-crisis and post-crisis periods suggests a persistent reduction in growth narrative following the crisis. A similar trend to that for growth is observed for the management and strategy theme. The significant decline with the onset of the crisis implies a greater focus on external factors, thereby decreasing the weight of firmspecific, internal factors such as management and strategy and this effect is persistent following the crisis.
Analysts have traditionally focused on the financial performance of companies given investor preoccupation with the "bottom line", and our results bear this out with discussion of financial performance constituting around 36% of the narrative. In contrast, analysts are considerably less interested in financial position, with only around 4% of the reports discussing financial position. In general, results for financial accounting factors do not change markedly across the periods, excepting the comparison of the pre-and post-crisis periods for financial position. Table 7 reports net sentiment score (( − )/ in Equation 2) by theme for the two word dictionaries. The net sentiment scores from the LM dictionary are less than the Harvard dictionary scores, evidencing a general tendency of the LM dictionary to pick up more negative keywords compared to the Harvard dictionary. Both dictionary results reveal that all of the scores decline during the crisis period, and then revert back to almost pre-crisis scores thereafter. Indeed, the difference between pre-crisis and post-crisis period net sentiment is insignificant in each theme, whilst the difference between pre-crisis and crisis (and between crisis and post-crisis) net sentiment is significant for all themes except for the growth theme and the management and strategy theme.
[Insert Table 7 here]
Panel A shows that the analysts maintain a negative sentiment on the macroeconomic environment over the three sample periods, and that they focus on this theme more when the outlook is negative, though the standard deviation points to an increased and persistent spread [Insert Table 8 and 9 here] Table 8 and Table 9 present Pearson and Spearman correlations for the model variables using the LM and Harvard-IV-4 dictionaries, respectively. The correlation coefficients from both dictionaries are in general very close, with the Harvard-IV-4 dictionary generating slightly higher correlation coefficients for most of the net sentiment scores. As expected, target premia and recommendations are strongly correlated. Target premium is positively correlated with financial position. The recommendation level is also positively correlated with both of the financial statement sentiment variables, with the addition of growth and the industry and market environment sentiment. All of our net sentiment variables exhibit significant positive correlation coefficients, suggesting that the general tone of analyst reports is consistent. In particular, financial performance is highly correlated with the other independent variables as might be expected, with the industry and market environment correlation coefficient the highest at 0.563. To check for possible multicollinearity issues we calculate variance inflation factors (VIF) and find that they are all below 2, suggesting that there is no risk of problematic multicollinearity in our regressions 7 . Table 10 presents the results of the recommendation model (Model 1) using the two dictionaries. We discuss the model results across the specifications by variable, focusing on themed sentiments and associated interaction effects.
Multivariate results
[Insert Table 10 here]
The LM dictionary captures only a weak positive association between financial performance (SFinPerf) and stock recommendations (column 1), though the specification employing the Harvard dictionary (column 3) shows that sentiment related to financial position (SFinPos) and performance (SFinPerf) is positively associated with stock recommendations in the base model. Thus, more positive analyst sentiment in relation to financial statement items leads to a greater probability of a better recommendation. The period dummies are not significant, showing that while we observe some recommendation change over the three time periods, the period effects alone are not significant in a multivariate setting. We also find that the control variable, debt to equity (DebtEquity), exhibits a negative impact, indicating that high leverage and thus increased financial risk leads to a lower recommendation. We did not see a similar impact for the other control variables so we have excluded them from the table for brevity purposes.
When the interaction terms are included in the model (columns 2 and 4), the results provide a more interesting story. With regard to the external environment, we find that while the 7 The highest VIF is for SFinPerf with a value of 1.96.
industry and market environment (SIndEnv) fails to explain the recommendations, sentiment related to the macroeconomic and regulatory environment (SMacro) has an important relationship with stock recommendations for both dictionary types. During the benchmark pre-crisis period, SMacro is negatively related to the recommendation, suggesting that when sentiment in relation to this theme is negative (positive) analysts are on average more likely to give higher (lower) recommendations. The negative coefficient of SMacro is contrary to theory expectations, though this may be attributed to the dynamics of stock price reaction to the general macroeconomic environment in addition to how analysts modify their recommendations. When the general macroeconomic outlook is positive then this aggregate sentiment is reflected in higher stock prices, leaving little upside potential for an individual stock, though when general macroeconomic sentiment is negative then analysts promote an opportunity to buy the stocks at a 'bargain' price due to more significant upside potential. A further explanation can be found in analysts' behaviour. We find from our univariate results in Table 7 that even before the crisis, analysts' sentiment on the macroeconomic environment was on average negative. Analysts may employ the macroeconomic environment as a caveat device to couch their recommendations such that if their advice subsequently turns out to be poor then they can point to their external risk (conservative) narrative to maintain their credibility. The findings of Brown et al. (2014) and Hugon and Muslu (2010) that document conservatism in forecasts may also be applied to narrative balance rather than outputs as a mechanism to maintain credibility. This defensive strategy is also politically more sensible for the analyst as they balance their overall argument with reference to external factors rather than by criticising company management.
With the onset of the crisis we see an incremental association for SMacro with the coefficient changing to positive. This shows that analysts' narrative about the macroeconomic and regulatory environment changed significantly during the crisis compared to the pre-crisis period. The positive coefficient for SMacro with the onset of the crisis evidences some behavioural correction as the severe (real) impact of the crisis on companies becomes a material risk factor which impacts upon stock prices and analysts' recommendations.
However, during the post-crisis period, the insignificant interaction coefficient shows that analyst sentiment is not significantly different from the pre-crisis period implying that analysts revert back to their pre-crisis position with regard to the relation between SMacro and the recommendations they give. We employ the Wald test for the sum of the coefficients 8 to examine whether SMacro is significantly associated with stock recommendations during the crisis and post-crisis periods. The Wald statistic suggests that only the post-crisis period is significant for the LM dictionary. Thus we can infer that during the crisis period the association between SMacro and stock recommendations disappears, while during the postcrisis period the negative association between SMacro and stock recommendations observed before the crisis re-emerges. Taffler The model using the LM dictionary exhibits a significant negative coefficient for the management and strategy (SManStr) related sentiment during the crisis. This result shows that there is an incremental change with regard to this sentiment during the crisis compared to the pre-crisis period. For the LM dictionary, the Wald test for the crisis period suggests that there is a significant and net negative association between SManStr and stock recommendations. This might be due to analysts again trying to balance their arguments by In terms of period dummies, we do not find a significant impact of the periods on the recommendations as the interaction effects instead allow for theme-specific period effects. In terms of the control variables, only DebtEquity exhibits an association with recommendations, showing that more highly levered companies receive a less favourable recommendation. Table 11 shows the association between themed sentiments and target price premia (Model 2). In the specifications in columns 1 and 4, we examine the base specification and find that
As in Breton and
SMacro is negatively associated with the target premium whereas SFinPos has a positive sign. The period coefficients are significant and positive, showing that during the crisis and post-crisis periods target premia significantly increase, consistent with the descriptive statistics.
When we control for stock recommendation in the model in columns 2 and 5, we find that, as expected, the explanatory power of the model increases significantly and the recommendation variable is significant and positive, indicating that target price premia to a great extent map on to the recommendation structure. For both dictionaries we still find that both SMacro and SFinPos retain their explanatory power, suggesting that less (more) positive sentiment concerning the macroeconomic environment results in a higher (lower) target price premium, and more (less) positive sentiment concerning the financial position results in a higher (lower) target price premium, after controlling for the recommendation category in both cases.
[Insert Table 11 here]
When the period and interaction effects are included (columns 3 and 6), we find similar results to those discussed for the recommendations model (Model 1). However, we observe stronger significance levels for both dictionaries in our models and the Wald tests. The only exception is management and strategy sentiment (SManStr) for which the Wald statistic was significant during the crisis in the recommendations model but not in the target price premia model. We find that target price premia during the crisis enjoy a positive step jump from precrisis levels, evidencing a widening differential between market (investor) prices and analysts' valuations. In the Harvard dictionary, this incremental impact is persistent in the post-crisis period with a weak positive coefficient. The Wald tests show that, consistent with the pre-crisis period, during the post-crisis period SMacro is also a significant negative driver of target premia, and that financial statement sentiment fundamentals are positively associated with target premia, consistent with the recommendations models. Consistent with our recommendations model, DebtEquity is also a negative driver of target price premia.
Across the two models, we can observe that the crisis leads to a disconnection between narrative sentiment and the analyst outputs of stock recommendations and target price premia. The impact of sentiment themes is therefore period-contingent as their precise impact in terms of both magnitude and direction varies across the sample periods. While before the crisis a combination of negative (positive) macroeconomic environment and a positive (negative) growth sentiment results in higher (lower) stock recommendations, the crisis partially reverses and thus leads to the disappearance of such relationships. During the postcrisis period we observe that SMacro re-emerges as an important factor, together with financial statement sentiments, especially SFinPerf.
In summary, we find a negative sign for SMacro for the pre-crisis and post-crisis periods alone in both the recommendations and target premia models, which do not provide support for H1. For SGrowth, the pre-crisis period provides some support for H2, though no support thereafter. For SManStr, our results do not provide support for H3. With regard to SFinPos and SFinPerf, we find support for H4, though only following the crisis period.
In general we find significant deterioration of association between the themed sentiments and the analyst report outputs during the crisis period compared to the pre-crisis and postcrisis periods. The only exception to this is management and strategy related sentiment (SManStr) for the recommendation model with the LM dictionary. These results provide support for our overarching hypothesis H5. Thus, the Global Financial Crisis does indeed impact upon analysts' behaviour and we observe a disconnect between analysts' sentiment and the outputs they produce during this period.
5.
Additional analyses and robustness tests
Themed sentiments and deviation from consensus estimates
In further analyses, we also model analyst deviation from both consensus target price premia and recommendations. We expect that analysts will more clearly justify and thus strengthen their arguments as they deviate from consensus outputs. To measure deviation from consensus target premia (DevTP) we take the difference between analysts' consensus target prices and the target price in an individual analyst's report, and then scale it by the market price. To measure deviation from consensus recommendation (DevRec), we take the difference between the consensus recommendation and the analyst's recommendation.
The recommendations deviation model presented in Table 12 shows qualitatively similar results to those observed earlier for Model 1, suggesting that the drivers of stock recommendations remain similar as analysts deviate from the consensus recommendation.
However, the Wald test reveals that during the crisis the sentiment for SMacro is positively associated and during the post-crisis period SMacro is not associated with the deviation from consensus recommendation. The target premia deviation model presented in Table 13 is also qualitatively similar to Model 2. The exception is that the crisis and post-crisis period dummies are not significant, indicating that the deviation from consensus target prices does not on average vary markedly over the study periods. Furthermore, contrary to the earlier model, we find no impact of the macroeconomic and regulatory environment sentiment (SMacro) on target premia deviations. Thus, while sentiment in relation to this theme can explain target price premia, we do not find evidence of it impacting upon the analyst versus consensus target premium differential.
[Insert Tables 12 and 13 here]
Separating positive and negative sentiment scores
In the finance literature there is broad agreement on the asymmetric impact of positive and negative news, whereby negative news generates more market reaction than positive news. Tetlock et al. (2008) find a similar result when examining the impact of the negative tone in financial news on stock prices. Breton and Taffler (2001) compute sentiment scores which are not aggregated in order to measure the impact of positive, neutral or negative tone on stock recommendations. As a robustness check, we therefore treat positive and negative sentiment scores separately to analyse the association with stock recommendations and target premia. Table 14 presents the models estimated for negative sentiment only as positive sentiment models fail to capture the impact of individual sentiment scores on either target premia or recommendations.
[Insert Table 14 here]
For the recommendations models, employing only negative sentiment generates less significant model variables compared to using net sentiment scores. In particular, for the benchmark pre-crisis period none of the variables are significant. This might be due to the lack of usage of negative words in the analyst reports during the bull period. However, we find a negative sign for NegSMacro during the crisis, and a significant Wald test result, suggesting that the more (less) negative the tone of analysts' narrative in relation to macroeconomic factors, the more likely it is that they issue a lower (higher) recommendation.
For the post-crisis period the Wald test confirms that negative tone concerning the industry and market environment (NegSIndEnv) is positively associated with stock recommendations, implying that the more frequently that analysts use negative words on this theme the more likely they are to give a higher recommendation. As this theme is related to the external firm environment, the explanation above for the macroeconomic environment may also apply to this theme. Finally, we also observe that negative financial performance sentiment (NegSFinPerf) has a negative sign, implying that negative tone is associated with lower stock recommendations, a result confirmed by the Wald test.
In the target premia model, during the pre-crisis benchmark period we find that NegSMacro and NegSGrowth are significant with signs consistent with those in model 2. The Harvard dictionary also yields a negative sign for NegSIndEnv which is consistent with theoretical expectations. As observed in the recommendations model, during the crisis NegSMacro is significant and negative, indicating a reversal of the relationship. However, the Wald statistic for the sum of the two coefficients is insignificant and thus the overall effect during the crisis is offset. The results for the post-crisis period in the target premia model are similar to those in the recommendations model.
In summary, while in general we observe consistent results from the negative sentiment models, it is net sentiment which generates more robust results when attempting to explain both recommendations and target price premia.
Other specifications and data transformations
As a robustness check to determine whether our results vary by industry categories, we add dummies to account for (i) cyclical versus defensive industries and (ii) new versus old economy industries. Our results, not tabulated here, show that these added variables are not significant and their addition does not impact on our results. Further, instead of using the absolute values of sentiment scores in our models, we rank them and employ the rank scores as model variables. Although we do not present the models here, the results are qualitatively similar to the findings for models 1 and 2, with the exception that financial performance sentiment during the post-crisis period is no longer significant. Finally, as in Tetlock et al. (2008) , we compute a standardised measurement score for sentiment variables but find (in results not reported here) that it makes no significant impact on our findings.
Conclusion
In this paper we examine the relationship between themed sentiment in analyst report narratives and the outputs generated by the analysts, namely recommendations and target price premia. We also determine whether that relationship changes, or more specifically diminishes, with the onset of the crisis. Prior research on analysts' reports focuses on the impact of their outputs on stock prices and shows that not only the outputs but also the narrative has incremental information content. However there is little research on whether analyst narrative is related or indeed consistent with the outputs. Our paper addresses this shortcoming and provides evidence on how the relationship changes in response to the crisis.
Our results reveal that themed sentiment has an association with analysts' outputs which is far from stable over a period when economic conditions are volatile. Analysts respond to these changing conditions by changing the outputs, though the change in the sentiments is not proportional and indeed can reveal both changes in magnitude and direction. More precisely, we observe that the Global Financial Crisis leads to a diminution of the relationship between narrative sentiment and both stock recommendations and target price premia, thereby confirming that the impact of sentiment themes is period-contingent. Although not tested in this paper, this dynamic might be explained in terms of analysts' bias as they try to balance their arguments by softening unfavourable recommendations/premia or employing certain themes as a (negative) caveat device to qualify favourable outputs. The results might be explained by analysts' optimism with regard to outputs and an under-reaction to negative news.
A broad finding of our study is that the external environment diminishes in its effect on analysts' outputs with the onset of the crisis, only to be restored thereafter. It is possible that during the crisis period, the uncertainty analysts faced leads to a refocus of attention away from less direct towards more direct drivers of recommendations and stock price premia.
Following the crisis there is evidently a new 'back to basics' focus whereby financial fundamentals are placed at the heart of their analysis, with analysts focusing on financial position and performance. This latter result reinforces the importance of accounting numbers to market agents as they are coerced to rediscover more direct fundamental valuation models following a volatile shock.
A further contribution of our study is to document that the relation between the themed sentiment and analysts' report outputs is not stationary and it is contingent upon changing market conditions. Our results are relevant to both practitioners and researchers who are interested in the information search and evaluation behaviour of analysts.
Our research has a number of limitations. First, although we endeavour to control for errors in the coding process, our sentiment data may not fully capture actual sentiment in the reports due to limitations in the application of pre-determined dictionaries. We identify and manually validate our themes and theme dictionary, but it is possible that a more granular theme categorisation may provide some further insights into the behaviour of analysts. We select a balanced sample of 275 reports from the largest firms in each respective industry, though we recognise that this approach may impact upon the generalizability of our results. Future research in this area may investigate how analyst biases and characteristics affect the relationship between sentiment and output as we believe analysts may try to hedge their recommendations with their narrative argument. The first t-statistic of each panel is calculated to compare pre-crisis reports and the crisis reports, the second t-statistic is calculated to compare crisis reports and post-crisis reports, and the third t-statistic is calculated to compare pre-crisis reports and post-crisis reports. ***, **, *: Significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Notes: a :The first t-statistic of each panel is calculated to compare pre-crisis reports and the crisis reports, the second t-statistic is calculated to compare crisis reports and post-crisis reports, and the third t-statistic is calculated to compare pre-crisis reports and post-crisis reports. ***, **, *: Significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. TPrem is a continuous variable and is calculated as the difference between the target price and the current market price scaled by the current market price. Rec is an ordinal variable that takes a value of 2 for a Buy, 1 for a Hold and 0 for a Sell recommendation. Analysts' themed sentiment scores are labelled in brackets as follows: industry and market environment (SIndEnv), management and strategy (SManStr), macroeconomic and regulatory environment (SMacro), growth (SGrowth), financial position (SFinPos), and financial performance (SFinPerf). The natural logarithm of market capitalisation (LogMCap), the price to book ratio (PB), the return on common equity (ROE), and the debt to equity ratio (DebtEquity) are firm-level level control variables.***, **, and * represent significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. TPrem is a continuous variable and is calculated as the difference between the target price and the current market price scaled by the current market price. Rec is an ordinal variable that takes a value of 2 for a Buy, 1 for a Hold and 0 for a Sell recommendation. Analysts' themed sentiment scores are labelled in brackets as follows: industry and market environment (SIndEnv), management and strategy (SManStr), macroeconomic and regulatory environment (SMacro), growth (SGrowth), financial position (SFinPos), and financial performance (SFinPerf). The natural logarithm of market capitalisation (LogMCap), the price to book ratio (PB), the return on common equity (ROE), and the debt to equity ratio (DebtEquity) are firm-level level control variables.***, **, and * represent significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. Rec is an ordinal variable that takes a value of 2 for a Buy, 1 for a Hold and 0 for a Sell recommendation. We employ an ordinal logistic regression for this model. The independent variables are analysts' sentiment scores for the industry and market environment (SIndEnv), management and strategy (SManStr), the macroeconomic and regulatory environment (SMacro), growth (SGrowth), financial position (SFinPos), and financial performance (SFinPerf). DCrisis and DPostCrisis are dummy variables which take a value of 1 when the report is written during the crisis (post crisis) period, and 0 otherwise. The reference category here is the pre-crisis period. The control variables are the natural logarithm of market capitalisation (LogMCap), the price to book ratio (PB), the return on common equity (ROE), and the debt to equity ratio (DebtEquity). For brevity, we only report significant control variables. The z-statistics are given in parentheses, and ***, **, and * represent significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. The z-statistics are calculated using White robust standard errors and are clustered by company to control for dependency in error terms. This Table measures the impact of themed sentiment on target price premia (TPrem). TPrem is a continuous variable and is calculated as the difference between the target price and the current market price scaled by the current market price. We estimate the target premium model by means of an OLS model. The independent variables are analysts' sentiment scores for the industry environment (SIndEnv), management and strategy (SManStr), the macroeconomic environment (SMacro), growth (SGrowth), financial position (SFinPos), and financial performance (SFinPerf). Rec is an ordinal variable that takes a value of 2 for a Buy, 1 for a Hold and 0 for a Sell recommendation. DCrisis and DPostCrisis are dummy variables which take a value of 1 when the report is written during the crisis (post crisis) period and 0 otherwise. The reference category here is the pre-crisis period. The control variables are natural logarithm of market capitalisation (LogMCap), price to book ratio (PB), return on common equity (ROE), and debt to equity (DebtEquity). For brevity, we only report the control variables that are significant. The t-statistics are given in parentheses, and ***, **, and * represent significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. The t-statistics are calculated using White's robust standard errors and are clustered by companies to control for dependency in error terms. This Table measures the impact of themed sentiment on the deviation from consensus stock recommendations (DevRec). DevRec is a continuous variable and is the difference between consensus stock recommendations and an individual analyst's stock recommendation on a three point scale.
We estimate models by means of an OLS regression. The independent variables are analysts' sentiment scores for the industry and market environment (SIndEnv), management and strategy (SManStr), the macroeconomic and regulatory environment (SMacro), growth (SGrowth), financial position (SFinPos), and financial performance (SFinPerf). DCrisis and DPostCrisis are dummy variables which take a value of 1 when the report is written during the crisis (post crisis) period, and 0 otherwise. The reference category here is the pre-crisis period. The control variables are the natural logarithm of market capitalisation (LogMCap), the price to book ratio (PB), the return on common equity (ROE), and the debt to equity ratio (DebtEquity). For brevity, we only report significant control variables. The t-statistics are given in parentheses, and ***, **, and * represent significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. The t-statistics are calculated using White robust standard errors and are clustered by company to control for dependency in error terms. 
